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Created by Mobilant, the Senti Gaze SDK can be integrated with the Microsoft.NET, C/C++, C#, VB, Java and Python programming languages, as well as libraries and scripts. This SDK works on both iOS and Android platforms. The SDK contains a console application, which can be used for testing and to examine gaze heat maps. Moreover, a set of sample applications
that allow you to test the SDK and generate gaze heat maps is distributed with the SDK. The SDK includes a library that allows you to work with mouse click events and the possibility of creating event markers. The implementation allows you to register a script that will be executed when the marker is pressed. Moreover, the library contains several functions for working
with cursors and operating on the mouse pointer. It is based on the XNA development tools, and it is not limited to Microsoft Windows OS, but it can also be integrated with Linux or Mac OS. Senti Gaze SDK Features: - support for.NET, C/C++, C#, VB, Java and Python programming languages. - support for Microsoft Windows, Mac OS, Linux and Android operating
systems. - support for iOS and Android platforms. - support for recording the eye movement. - support for creating the heat map. - support for manual and automatic calibration. - support for exploring and visualizing the gaze heat map. - support for generating the heat map in real time. - support for capturing mouse clicks. - support for recording screen. - support for
recording mouse pointer. - support for creating script. - support for operating on the mouse pointer. - support for cursors. - support for XNA development tools. - support for the LabVIEW environment. - support for the Open Inventor framework. - support for the DirectX and OpenGL. - support for the integration with the Oculus Rift. - support for the integration with the
Leap Motion. - support for the integration with a Kinect v2. - support for the integration with a USB camera. - support for the integration with OpenVINO and SAP. - support for the integration with a browser. Video Converter DVD to 2K + dvd ripper + WMV to MOV Converter Free has built-in DVD to 2K converter, which can rip DVD to 2k (convert DVD to 2k) and
create PS/JPEG/PNG/ 09e8f5149f
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# Compiler: Developer Tools: # Integrator: # SDK: # API: # License: - # Compiler: # Developer Tools: # Integrator: # SDK: # API: # License: ... View More DSENT EyeX SDK is a developer tool that allows you to monitor real time user attention for web applications and mobile apps. The tool helps you to identify which page elements attract people’s attention in a
specified time interval. As an example, you can determine which advertisement is more interesting to users or which web page would be most effective if the user would read it in a specific time. This feature is available for mobile apps and websites, and the tool works for browsers, mobile apps or desktop apps. The tool helps you to identify which page elements attract
people’s attention in a specified time interval. The resulting map can be saved in XML or CSV formats and is fully customizable. The DSENT EyeX SDK allows you to integrate its features into your applications by using APIs, visualizers, or SDKs. The tool has 10 different eye tracker modes. Each of them includes the ability to display a heat map in the bottom right
corner, and its image emphasizes the dominant attention areas on the display. Based on the heat map display, the tool can determine which pages and elements attract people the most at the moment of data capture. Your development processes will significantly improve if you employ this tool. It will help you to achieve: • Targeted ads for the web pages that get more visits.
• Optimization of a user interface that draws attention to the most interesting elements. • Successful selection and management of different marketing channels. • Focus groups for websites and applications that must attract attention. DSENT EyeX SDK Description: # Compiler: Developer Tools: # Integrator: # SDK: # API: # License: - # Compiler: # Developer Tools: #
Integrator: # SDK: # API: # License: ... View More DSENT EyeX SDK is a developer tool that allows you to monitor real time user attention for mobile apps and websites. The tool helps you to identify which page elements attract people’s attention in a specified time interval. As an example, you can determine which advertisement is more interesting to users or which web
page would be most effective

What's New in the?
Product Feature Developer Notes Application Context Outlook Benefits for you Build a Product with the hottest technology Develop it in a few minutes New Challenges and New Tools What it is Senti Gaze SDK (Eye Movement Tracking SDK) is a gaze tracking tool, developed with the following components: native API, developer library, and SDK. The native SDK
includes the ability of capturing eye movements and displaying them on the screen. The native SDK further contains the ability of generating heat maps for the screen display. The SDK is written in the.NET language, and can be integrated with all Microsoft development environments, including Visual Studio, Visual Studio Code and Visual Studio Online. The SDK has
been developed by a team of experts and is ready to be adopted in a project. The SDK consists of: The real-time mode SDK is a complete solution for recording eye movements, which is based on the eye blinks instead of fixation. Eye tracking is a process of detecting the eye movements, to understand the position of the gaze. The in-built tools allow you to track the eye
movement and display them on the screen. The eye movement is identified using infrared light or by measuring the changes in the electromagnetic spectrum. In this SDK, you can establish the ideal gaze point for measuring the distance using gaze point (a point at which the subject looks at a screen), eye-centroid (the point in which all the rays hit the screen), eye-cue (the
point where the subject's gaze is more stable) and pupil center (the center of the pupil). The sensor can be either camera or the light-detector. If the sensor is the camera, it can be used with both Real-time mode (where it's the camera) and Video mode (where the camera is ready for recording an image). The SDK includes a video mode, which utilizes the recorded video for
drawing the heat map using the Gaze Point, Eye Centroid, Eye Cue and the Pupil Center. The SDK's real-time capability allows you to implement a gaze tracking into any desktop application. The real-time mode is based on the eye blinks instead of fixation. When you use a video camera to record the screen, you can create a heat map and use it for analysing the targeted
user behavior. In the real-time mode, the SDK can be used with the final
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, or 10 Processor: 2 GHz Memory: 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 10 DirectX: Version 11 Recommended: Processor: 2.4 GHz Memory: 4 GB Graphics: DirectX 11 Updating to Windows 10 Download the free Windows 10 Insider Preview Build 14986 from the Windows 10 Insider program page
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